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Abstract 
We answer a question due to Babai and Goodman by showing that for each natural number 
n there exists a finite soluble group which can be generated by n, but not fewer than n, nilpotent 
subgroups. 
1. Introduction 
Does there exist a natural number n such that every finite group can be generated 
by M nilpotent subgroups? We will show below that the answer to this question is no! 
The question was brought to our attention by Albert Goodman, and it has an 
interesting genesis in the theory of graphs and their automorphism groups. A graph 
r is said to represent a group G if Aut (r) g G. In 1974 Babai 123 showed that (with 
3 trivial exceptions) every finite group G can be represented by a graph with at most 
2)GI vertices, and he went on to ask the question: Does there exist a constant c such 
that every finite group can be represented by a graph with at most clGj edges? Babai 
and Goodman [3] have now given an affirmative answer to this question (with 
c = 700). Their inductive proof depends on the fact that every finite group can be 
generated by a set of subgroups of prescribed types: A group with two or more 
minimal normal subgroups is called subdirectly reducible, and Babai and Goodman 
are able to show that every finite group can be generated by twelve subgroups, four of 
which are subdirectly reducible and eight of which are cyclic. They prove this in stages 
by showing the following: 
(1) Every group of prime power order can be generated by one subdirectly reduc- 
ible subgroup and two cyclic subgroups. 
(2) Every finite soluble group can be generated by one subdirectly reducible 
subgroup, three subgroups of prime power order, and one cyclic subgroup. 
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Finally they apply a theorem of Aschbacher and Guralnick [l], which states that 
every finite group G contains a soluble subgroup S and an element 9 such that 
G = (S,Sg), whence a fortiori G = (g,S). Evidently Step 2 could be avoided if 
a bound could be found for the number of nilpotent subgroups required to generate 
a finite group, but, as the following theorem shows, no such bound exists. 
Theorem. For every natural number n, there exists u,finite group G, which cannot be 
generated by fewer than n nilpotent subgroups. 
The group G, which we construct below to satisfy this theorem is soluble of derived 
length II; in fact, it has a Sylow tower of length n and each of its Sylow subgroups is 
abelian. To establish its properties we need the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let r und s be nuturul numbers ( 2 l), and let p ,, , ps be distinct primes. For 
1 I i I s, let Ai be a normul, elementury ubeliun pi-subgroup of u group G, und assume 
thut pi 2 2rIG:Co(Ai)l. Set A = Al x ... x A,, and let B,, , B, be non-triviul sub- 
groups of A. Let q be a prime such thut 
(2) p1p2 ...ps divides q - 1. 
Then the regular module R = [F,G has a proper submodule S such thut 
C,(Bi) I S 
for i = 1,2, . . . . r. 
Proof. Let 7Ci denote the projection from A onto the ith component Ai. If 1 # a E A, 
then xi(U) # 1 for some ie (1, . . . . s}, and since the orders of the components Ai are 
relatively prime, it follows that C,(a) I C,(r~(u)). Therefore, it will suffice to prove the 
lemma under the additional assumption that each Bj has prime order, in other words, 
that each Bj is a cyclic subgroup of Ai for some i = i(j) E { 1, . , s}. Clearly we may 
also suppose without loss of generality that each component Ai contains some Bi. Let 
1 I i I s, and let Bi,, , Bi*(i, denote the Bj’s contained in Ai. 
Step 1. We assert that Ai has a maximal subgroup Mi such that each G-conjugate 
of Mi contains to Bik for k = 1, , r(i). Let lAil = pyi, and to simplify the notation 
write p for pi and m for mi. If m = 1, the assertion obviously holds if we take Mi = 1. 
Therefore suppose that m 2 2. The number of maximal subgroups of Ai containing 
a given cyclic subgroup Bik is (pm-’ - l)/(p - 1). Thus the number of maximal 
subgroups of Ai which have a conjugate containing some Bik (1 I k I r(i)) is bounded 
above by 
N = rlG:Co(Ai)l(pmml - l)/(p - 1). 
This is because r(i) I r and because the index of the normalizer in G of a maximal 
subgroup of Ai is evidently a divisor of IG: C,(A,)I. Since pm > 2 - p, we have 
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2~“’ - 2 > pm - p, and therefore 
(p) (p”’ - l)/(p”-’ - 1) > fp 2 rlG:CG(Ai)l 
by hypothesis. Since the total number of maximal subgroups is T = (p” - l)/(p - I), 
we conclude from (p) that T > N, and the assertion is justified. 
Step 2. Let M = Ml Mz ... M,. The choice of the subgroups Mi ensures that no 
G-conjugate of M contains any of the subgroups B,, B2, . , B,. Since A/M is cyclic of 
order p1p2 ‘..ps, it follows from Hypothesis (a) that there exists a one-dimensional 
F, A-module U with Ker(A on U) = M. Let I/ = UG, the [F,G-module induced from 
U, let V/, be a maximal submodule of I/, and set W = V/Vo. We assert that 
(y) C,(B,) = 0 for i = 1, . . ..r. 
By Nakayama’s reciprocity theorem (see Theorem B, 6.5 of [4]), with F = F, we have 
HomFa(U, W,) E Hom,,(V, W) # 0, 
and it follows from Clifford’s theorem that WA = WI@ ... @W,, where each Wi is 
a homogeneous component whose composition factors are isomorphic with a G- 
conjugate of U; in particular, Ker(A on Wj) is a G-conjugate of Ker(A or U) = M for 
.i= 1, “’ 3 t. But C~(Bi) = 05=* C,~(B,), and if C,(Bi) were non-zero, we should 
have Bi I Ker(A on Wj) for somej. Since this possibility has been ruled out by the 
choice of M, Assertion (y) is now proved. 
Step 3. We can now complete the proof of the Lemma. If F1 denotes the trivial 
F,-module for the identity subgroup of G, then R = (F1)G z ((F1)“)‘. Now (F,)A is the 
regular F,A-module, and since Hypothesis (a) implies that q does not divide 1 A 1, by 
Maschke’s theorem we can write (F,)A = U@Y for a suitable submodule Y. Thus 
R z (U 0 Y )’ z V@ Y G, and if we take S to be the submodule of R corresponding to 
V,@ Y G under this isomorphism, we have R/S z W and hence can conclude from (y) 
that C,(B,) I S for i = 1, . . . , r, as desired. 
2. The construction of the group G, 
Let n be a natural number. We give a recursive construction for a sequence of 
groups Gi, G2, , G, and then prove, by induction on r, that for 1 I r I n the group 
G,. cannot be generated by fewer than r nilpotent subgroups. 
We will need a sequence of primes p1,p2, . . . , pn satisfying 
(6) pi p2 ...pr divides pr+ 1 - 1, and 
(t.) PV+~ 2 2r/G,l 
forr= 1, . . . . y1- l.Ifp,, . . . . pr and IG*/ are already known, Dirichlet’s theorem on 
primes in arithmetic progression ensures that there is a prime p,.+ 1 satisfying (6) and 
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(c); in fact, there are infinitely many such primes. Let yli be a natural number satisfying 
(0 fli 2 PI + 1 - j 
and set 
for i = 1, . . . , n. To begin the recursion, set G1 = Z,, , a cyclic group of order y,, and to 
continue it, assume that for some r E { 1, , II - 1) a group G, has been constructed 
with the following properties: 
(1.~) Fori = 1,2, . . . . r the group G, has a homocyclic abelian Sylow pi-subgroup Pi of 
exponent 4i such that 
(a) Pi is normalized by Pi_ 1, Pi_,, . . . , PI, and 
(b) G, = P,P,m I %.. P,( = P,G,_ 1); 
(11~) If Pf denotes the subgroup n’(Pj) consisting of the (p,)‘th powers of the elements 
of Pi, then the Fitting subgroup F(G,) of G, has the form 
F(G,) = PI-’ x P;-2 x ... x P,“. 
We remark that condition (i) ensures that the subgroups Prmi are all non-trivial. 
Next set 
(0) K, = P; x P;- l x “’ x P,‘, 
which is evidently the Frattini subgroup of F(G,). Let 
and let D,+ 1 = (Z4,+ J “‘r, a homocyclic group of exponent qr+ 1 and rank m,. Finally, 
define 
G r+1 - D,+I h,. Gr, 
where the notation here means that the wreath product is taken with respect to the 
permutation representation of G, on the cosets of K,. The base group P,+ 1 of G,, 1, 
viewed additively, is therefore a direct sum of m, copies of the regular z4,+ i(G,./K,)- 
module regarded as a G,-module by inflation. Clearly P,, , is a homocyclic abelian 
Sylow pr+ i-subgroup of G,, 1 of exponent qr+ , and rank m,IG,/K,l, and it follows 
that Property I.(r + 1) holds for G,, 1. Furthermore, from the fact that 
Ccr(P,+ ,) = K, we conclude that F(G,+ i) 5 K,P,+ I; however, K,P,+, = K,. x P,+, 
=p;xp;-‘x .“XP,‘xP,o+,, a nilpotent normal subgroup. Hence F(G,+ 1) = 
KP,+,,and Grtl satisfies Property II. (1. + 1). Thus we have constructed a sequence 
of groups G,, G2, , G, with the stated properties. 
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3. The proof that G,, satisfies the Theorem 
We proceed to show, by induction on r E { 1, . . , n}, that G, cannot be generated by 
fewer than r nilpotent groups. This is certainly true when Y = 1 because G1 = Zql # 1. 
Assume that, for some Y E { 1, . , n - l), it is already known that G, cannot be 
generated by fewer than r nilpotent subgroups. We suppose that there is a number 
s I r such that G,+* can be generated by s nilpotent subgroups and derive a contra- 
diction. This supposition clearly implies that G, ( z G,+ 1/P,+ ,) can also be generated 
by s nilpotent subgroups and therefore s = r. Thus we can find nilpotent subgroups 
Nr, . , N, of G,+ 1 such that 
G i-+1 = <N,, . . . . N,). 
Write Ni = Qi x Qi with Qi = P,+ 1 nNi E Syl,*+ 1 (Ni) and (zi E Hall,,+, (Ni). By Philip 
Hall’s theorem there exist elements .yl, , x, in P,, 1 such that each (QJXi is 
contained in the Hall {pr, . . . , p,}-subgroup G, of G,+ 1, and therefore 
(1) (N,, > N,) I n (Q?> n 
t 
(.x?r) G, 
i=l i=l 
[The notation (Qcr), for example, means the subgroup generated by the G,-conju- 
gates of Qi.] We aim to show that the normal subgroup 
(K) Ad = fi (Q?,) h (xc’) 
i=l i=l 
ofGr.1 is properly contained in P, + , . For then it follows from (I) that (N 1, , N,) is 
contained in a proper subgroup of G,+ 1 and we shall have the desired contradiction. 
First suppose that for some 1 <j < r the subgroup (Qj)“j is contained in the 
subgroup K, (defined in Eq. (e)), and set 
H = ((Qi))XiI 1 < i I r and i #j), 
a subgroup of G,. Since HK,P,. , evidently contains the r subgroups N r, . . , N, that 
generate G,+r, it follows that HK, = G,. However. K, = @(F(G,)) I @(G,.), and so 
H@(G,) = G,. Thus H = G,, and we conclude that G, is generated by (r - 1) nilpotent 
subgroups, contrary to the induction hypothesis. Therefore, for each j E (1, . , rj, 
there exists an i = i(j) E 11, . , r} such that the Sylow pi-subgroup of (Qj)“j is not 
contained in K,, and from elementary properties of homocyclic groups it is easy to 
deduce that (Qj)“’ K,/K, has non-trivial intersection with the Sylow pi-subgroup 
P;-i K,JK, of F(G,)/K,. 
We now apply the above lemma with the following substitutions: G,/K, for G; 
Pi-i K,/K, for Ai (note that r = s); pr+l for q; [(Qj)“J K,nPj,jj’j’K,]/K, for Bj. It 
follows easily from Conditions (6) and (c) that the hypotheses of the lemma are 
satisfied, and so from its conclusion we deduce that the regular [Fpr+ 1(G,/K,)-module 
R, viewed as a G,-module by inflation, has a proper submodule S such that 
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C,((Qj)“‘) I S forj = 1, . . . , Y. However, P,+, /@(Pr+ 1) is a direct sum of m, copies of 
R, and so P,+i has a subgroup H containing @(Pl+,) and normal in G,+i with 
IP,+, :HJ 2IR:SI”‘* 2 $:I such that CPr+, ((Qj)“j) 5 H for j = 1, , r. Since 
Qj 2 CP*+, ((Qj)“j), if follows that the normal closure of (Q1, . . . , Q*)@(P*+ 1) in G,+ 1 
is contained in H and therefore has index at least py; 1 in G,, 1. However, (.$r) is 
a subgroup of P,+ I of rank at most IG,/K,I; therefore the rank of the elementary 
abelian subgroup 
Jjl (+-)@(Pr+l)I@(Pr+ 1) 
is at most rJG,/K,I < nlG,/K,I = m,., and it follows that n:=, (.$r) cannot supple- 
ment H in P,+l. Thus we have shown that the subgroup A4 defined in Eq. (K) is 
a proper subgroup of P,, 1, and we have the desired contradiction. 0 
The method of construction and its arithmetical ingredients have been so chosen as 
to establish the properties of G, in a straightforward way. No concessions have been 
made to keeping the order of G, small in relation to n, and we believe that it should be 
possible to construct tighter examples with small orders of magnitude. To formulate 
a precise question about the order of magnitude of the orders of groups satisfying the 
theorem, let v(N) denote the smallest natural number such that all groups of order 
N can be generated by at most v(N) nilpotent subgroups. Thus v(N) is less than or 
equal to the number of distinct prime divisors of N. It has been suggested that possibly 
v(N) = O(loglog N). If this is so, an example of a group G requiring at least n sub- 
groups to generate it would have order at least exp(exp cn) for some constant c. The 
orders of our examples G, certainly have a lower bound of this form. 
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